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Abstract: Public cloud computing provides a variety of services to consumers
via high-speed internet. The consumer can access these services anytime
and anywhere on a balanced service cost. Many traditional authentication
protocols are proposed to secure public cloud computing. However, the
rapid development of high-speed internet and organizations’ race to develop
quantum computers is a nightmare for existing authentication schemes. These
traditional authentication protocols are based on factorization or discrete
logarithm problems. As a result, traditional authentication protocols are
vulnerable in the quantum computing era. Therefore, in this article, we have
proposed an authentication protocol based on the lattice technique for public
cloud computing to resist quantum attacks and prevent all known tradi-
tional security attacks. The proposed lattice-based authentication protocol
is provably secure under the Real-Or-Random (ROR) model. At the same
time, the result obtained during the experiments proved that our protocol is
lightweight compared to the existing lattice-based authentication protocols,
as listed in the performance analysis section. The comparative analysis shows
that the protocol is suitable for practical implementation in a quantum-based
environment.
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1 Introduction

Recently, cloud computing has become very popular among corporations, individuals, and gov-
ernment organizations for its ability to provide low-cost services via the internet. Due to the availability
of high-speed internet connections, these services can be accessed easily for numerous purposes. Cloud
computing offers various services, and storage is considered one of the most important services for
various architectures and applications. Annually, billions of devices outsource massive amounts of
data, which are stored in cloud computing globally. However, security is a significant concern for these
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outsourced stored data in cloud computing environments because of advanced computing devices and
strong adversaries. Therefore, cryptographic techniques such as Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC),
Symmetric, Asymmetric, Identity-based, Hashing, and many more techniques are used to protect
outsourced data in the cloud computing environment. The ECC authentication protocols are based
on discrete logarithm problems, whereas RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) is based on large numbers
of factorizations. RSA-based cryptography techniques are slower because of the exponentiation and
heavy computation and communication costs.

Recently, the world has seen a race among countries and organizations to build superior quantum
computers. These quantum computers are so strong that they can break the traditional cryptographic
algorithms, add more attacks on authentication protocols, and open a way to easily access the
stored data on the public cloud. On the other hand, lattice-based cryptography provides excellent
efficiency and simplicity in the post-quantum cryptographic era. For this purpose, we have proposed a
lattice-based authentication scheme for public cloud computing in this study. So far, the lattice-based
cryptography protocols resist quantum attacks.

1.1 Motivation and Contributions

The Lattice-based cryptographic authentication technique gives hope for the post-quantum era.
A lattice is a set of all the integer’s linear combinations of base vectors, such as b1, b2, b2, . . . bn ∈ Zn,
A = {∑

ai ∗ bi:ai ∈ Zn
}
. The lattice is based on a base vector and can only be scaled by integers; no

fractions are involved. Even quantum computers cannot solve the lattice-based problem in polynomial
time. The lattice that only two basis vectors are defined v1 = (0, 1) and v2 = (1, 0). Here, the lattice is
a set of all values that can be reached by any scale and combination of basis vectors. There is no point
to reach v1 = (0, 1) and v2 = (1, 0) without fractional scalars, and the scale is only possible with whole
integers. However, traditional cryptographic techniques, such as RSA, are based on mathematical
problems that can be easily verified but are hard to compute. RSA is based on prime factorization
and works excellently with traditional computers but failed in the quantum computing era. Therefore,
the lattice shortest vector problem is a major cryptographic algorithm that can prevent quantum
attacks excellently. According to our knowledge, in the quantum computing era, the A can use Shor’s
technique and easily break traditional authentication protocols. The following are our contributions.

• We have utilized the lattice-based Ring with errors (RLWE) technique for the design of our
protocol.

• Our proposed protocol is secure under the RLWE problematic assumptions.
• We have utilized the Gaussian probability distribution, also known as the discrete gaussian,

which plays a vital role in lattice-based cryptography algorithms.
• The formal security analysis of our proposed scheme shows that it can fulfill the security

requirements in public cloud environments in the post-quantum era.
• Our scheme is secure against all known traditional attacks in the informal security analysis.
• The protocol performance analysis section demonstrates that the proposed protocol is efficient

as compared to the existing lattice-based techniques.

1.2 Network Model

Our protocol consists of two entities, a user and a public cloud server. The user uses portable
devices to access the public cloud server. In contrast, public cloud servers provide various services to
the user using high-speed internet, such as storage space, access to shared data and private data space,
and many more. The detailed diagram of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Proposed network model

2 Literature Review

In this portion of the paper, we will discuss and analyze the limitations of existing authentication
techniques.

Different cryptographic techniques have been used to authenticate different peers in different
environments, Hashing, Bilinear pairing, Identity-based, Elliptic curve (ECC), Chaotic maps, Code-
based, and Lattice-based. However, some of these cryptographic techniques are not secure against
quantum attacks. The authors of [1] proposed an authentication scheme for a public cloud server
environment that achieved all known security goals but was not much feasible for the quantum
computing era. Some existing proposed schemes are not efficient against quantum attacks and are
vulnerable to known security attacks, for example, the schemes [2–13] suffer from offline password
attacks, while the schemes [5,6,10,13–21] cannot provide anonymity. As a result, the protocols [4,9,21–
24] are vulnerable to insider attacks. Furthermore, the schemes [5–9,13,16–19,24–27] are not secure
enough against impersonation attacks, and the protocols [18,19,28] are vulnerable to replay attacks.

The increasing competition to build high-performance quantum computers among organizations
will potentially threaten these cryptographic techniques. However, the lattice-based cryptography
method is the most secure against quantum attacks. Therefore, the researchers are trying to utilize the
lattice-based cryptography technique to propose an authentication scheme for various environments.
For example, an ideal lattice-based authentication scheme for mobile devices is proposed in [29]. The
authors of [30] proposed a lattice-based authentication protocol for Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
In [29], the authors claimed that their scheme is the first ever lattice-based scheme for mobile devices.
However, the communication and computation costs were much higher than our proposed scheme.

Furthermore, the authors utilized a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system for an IoT
environment to secure communications and resist quantum attacks, and the author used the lattice-
based cryptography technique. Another scheme is proposed in [31] for IoT-enabled smart devices under
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the ring LWE problem using a lattice-based cryptography technique. Although the scheme is proposed
for IoT devices, but the communication and computation costs are very high as compared to our
proposed scheme. Finally, the authors of [32] proposed an authentication scheme for the internet
of vehicles, where the authors utilized the identity-based technique in lattice-based cryptography.
In this scheme, the edge nodes first gets private keys from the private key generator (PKG) and
later communicate with each other using these keys. Furthermore, the author uses identity-based
cryptography (IBC) to reduce the overhead of certificate management.

The distribution of quantum keys using fuzzy logic is presented in [33]. The scheme is intended
for nuclear command and control centers (NCCC) and has management, rigor, self-learning, inherent
security, and authentication capabilities. The distribution of quantum keys based on fuzzy logic
guarantees the user’s identity. In [34], the authors utilize the edge and fog computing through deep
learning in a quantum computing framework, where the edge node has the capacity for processing,
communication, caching, and storage. The scheme used an intelligent quantum computing framework
coupled with deep learning for updating edge caching contents in a fog-computing radio access
network.

3 Proposed Scheme

In this section of our research study, we present an authentication strategy for public cloud
environments based on lattice cryptography.

3.1 Setup Procedure

� The public cloud server selects random number rS ∈ Zixi
q Where q is an odd prime number, and

i is an integer that satisfies q mod 2i = 1.
� The public cloud server selects secure hash function h(.).

� The public cloud server selects the secret value S that belongs e ← χβ ⇒ f (x) = 1
σ
√

2π
e− 1

2 (
x−μ

σ )2 .

� The Public cloud server Select ∂ ⇒ χβ , where χβ is the Gaussian distribution
� The public cloud server calculates public key PKS = rS. S + 2.e
� The public cloud server published {q, i, rS, PKS, h(.)} and saved S as a secret key.

Table 1: Symbols and description

Symbols Description

U User
PCS Cloud server
IDU Identity of user
PWU Password of user
rS, rS1 The random numbers of cloud server
rU A random number of user
χβ Gaussian distribution
∂, γ , ρ Gaussian distribution samples
q Odd prime number
i Integer

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Symbols Description

S The secret key of the cloud server
PKS The public key of the cloud server
|| Concatenation

3.2 Registration Procedure

• Select IDU and send it to the public cloud server.
• The public cloud server then selects the random number rS ∈ Zixi

q , choose γ , ρ ← χβ and
calculates the user secret key SU = h (IDU|| S), and S1 = h (IDu|| rS) ⊕ SU. After calculation, the
public cloud server sends {rS1, S1} to the user.

• The user then selects the password PWU and calculates S2 = h (rS|| IDU) ⊕ h (PWu|| IDU) ⊕ S1,
and S3 = h (IDu|| PWu|| S2). The user store {S2, S3, ρ, ∂ }.

User Public Cloud Server

Select IDU

{IDU}
−→

rS ∈ Zixi
q

γ , ρ ← χβ ,

SU = h (IDU||S)

S1 = h (IDu||rS1) ⊕ SU

Store { γ , ∂}
{rS, S1, ρ, ∂}

←−

selects the password PWU

S2 = h (rS||IDU) ⊕ h (PWu|| IDU) ⊕ S1

S3 = h (IDu||PWu||S2)

Store {S2, S3, ρ, ∂ }
Module 1: User registration procedure

3.3 Login and Registration Procedure

• The user input IDU
∗ and PWU

∗ and calculate the S3
∗ = h (IDu

∗|| PWu
∗|| S2) and check S3

∗? = S3

if true, then the system proceeds further; otherwise, connection is terminated. The user selects
a random number rU ∈ Zixi

q and calculates further. M = rS. rU + 2.ρ and forward {M} towards
the public cloud server.

• The public cloud server selects the random number rS1 ∈ Zixi
q and calculates further M1 = rS.

rS1 + 2. γ , M2 = (M||S), M3 = ∂ (M2), M4 = (M2||M3), M5 = h (M|| M1|| M3|| M4) and sends
{M1, M3, M5} to user.

• The user calculates M2
/ = (rU . PKS), M4

/ = (M2
/|| M3), M5

/? = h(M|| M1|| M3|| M4) if the value
matches, then proceed further otherwise, terminate the connection. The user further calculates
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M6 = h (IDU|| PWU) ⊕ S2, M7 = (M1|| rU), M8 = ∂ (M7), M9 = (M7|| M8), M10 = h (M|| M8||
M9|| M1|| M3|| M4|| M2) ⊕ IDU, M11 = h (IDU|| M6|| M10|| M|| M8|| M9|| M1|| M3|| M2

/|| M5),
SKU = h (IDU|| M10|| M|| M8|| M9|| M11|| M1|| M3|| M2

/|| M5) and sends {M10, M8, M11} towards
public cloud server.

• The public cloud server calculates further M7
/ = (M|| rS1), M9

/ = (M7
/||M8), IDU = h (M|| M8||

M9
/|| M1|| M3|| M4|| M2) ⊕ M10, M6

/ = h (IDU||S), M11
/ = h (IDU ||M6

/|| M10|| M|| M8|| M9
/||

M1|| M3|| M2|| M5) and check M11
/? = M11 if true, proceed further; otherwise, terminate the

connection. The public cloud server calculates the session key SKS = h (IDU|| M10|| M|| M8||
M9

/|| M11|| M1|| M3|| M2|| M5).

User Public Cloud Server

IDU
∗ and PWU

∗

Calculate

S3
∗ = h (IDu

∗||PWu
∗||S2)

Check S3
∗? = S3

random number rU ∈ Zixi
q

M = rS. rU + 2.ρ

{M}
−→

random number rS1 ∈ Zixi
q

Calculates

M1 = rS. rS1 + 2. γ

M2 = (M.S)

M3 = ∂ (M2)

M4 = (M2.M3)

M5 = h(M||M1||M3||M4)

{M1, M3, M5}
←−

Calculates

M2
/ = (rU . PKS)

M4
/ = (M2

/||M3)

M5
/? = h(M||M1||M3||M4)

M6 = h(IDU||PWU) ⊕ S2

M7 = (M1. rU)

M8 = ∂ (M7)

M9 = (M7||M8)
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M10 = h(M||M8||M9||M1||M3||M4||M2) ⊕ IDU

M11 = h(IDU||M6||M10||M||M8||M9||M1||M3||M2
/||M5)

SKU = h(IDU||M10||M||M8||M9||M11||M1||M3||M2
/||M5)

{M10, M8, M11}
−→

Calculates

M7
/ = (M . rS1)

M9
/ = (M7

/. M8)

IDU = h(M||M8||M9
/||M1||M3||

M4||M2) ⊕ M10

M6
/ = h(IDU.S)

M11
/ = h(IDU||M6

/||M10||M||M8||
M9

/||M1||M3||M2||M5)

M11
/? = M11

SKS = h(IDU, M10||M||M8||M9
/||

M11||M1||M3||M2||M5)

SKU = SK
←→

Module 2: Login and authentication procedure

4 Security Analysis

In this section, we will explain and validate our scheme against various attacks. We have proposed
a lattice-based authentication scheme for the public cloud environment and used the Real-or-Random
(ROR) model to check whether our proposed scheme is secure enough. With informal security analysis,
we have further discussed the possible attacks on our proposed scheme.

4.1 Formal Security Analysis Using ProVerif

We have used ProVerif to check whether the session secret is secured, the session key exchanged
between the communicating parties is confidential, and the attacker can access the session key at the
start of the session. Fig. 2 is the ProVerif simulation results, showing that our protocol is secure.

4.2 Formal Security Analysis Using ROR Model

In this section, we have tested our proposed scheme in the ROR model against a strong adversary
A. In the ROR model, five queries have been defined that show the capabilities of A. We let the A
launch various attacks on our protocol. The five queries are defined in Table 2.
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Figure 2: ProVerif code result

Table 2: Queries and description

Queries Description

Execute (qe) This is in the form of a passive attack, where the exchanged messages are delivered to A.
Send (qs) This is in the form of an active attack, where the A transmits a false message towards

legal peers, and the legal peer calculates the values and sends it back to the A.
Corrupt
(qc)

The A can use this query and obtain the user password or secret information from
his/her store data.

Reveal (qr) In this query, the A can access the session key Sku/Sks.
Test (qt) In this query, the A can access the session key partially. Now it is up to the legal peers

that can accept the session key from A.

Two participants are involved in our scenario, i.e., the user P
T

U
and public cloud server P

T

PS
.

Theorem. The a adv can violate the session key of our proposed scheme

adva =
∣∣∣∣Pr (Succ) − 1

2

∣∣∣∣
Pr (Succ) means the probability of success. Our proposed scheme is secure if

adva ≤ q2
h

2
+

(
qe + qs

q

)2

+ (
qe + qs

)
advRE

a

where Execute query is denoted with qe. The Send query is denoted by qs and Ring learning with
errors denoted by advRE

a
.

Proof. In this section, we will play Games with A to check whether our scheme is secure.
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GAME0. The A launch an actual attack on the proposed scheme in this game and tries to win the
game.

adva =
∣∣∣∣ Pr (Succ0) − 1

2

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣Pr (Succ0) − Pr (Succ4) + Pr (Succ4) − 1
2

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣
4∑

a=1

adva + Pr (Succ4) − 1
2

∣∣∣∣∣
GAME1. The A intercept transmitted message in the login & authentication phase and try to

launch an eavesdropping attack by using Execute query. But ρ and γ are a sample from the Gaussian
distribution χβ . Therefore, we obtain

adva = | Pr (Succ0) − Pr (Succ1) | = 0

GAME2. If collision occurs among transmitted messages {M}, {M1, M3, M4} and {M10, M8, M11}.
However, the random number is generated using ∈ Zixi

q . Therefore, we obtained the following:

adva = | Pr (Succ1) − Pr (Succ2) | ≤ d2
h

2
+

(
qe + qs

q

)2

GAME3. The A guesses the session key SK in this game. According to our proposed scheme, the
session key is calculated SK = h (IDU, M10, M, M8, M9, M11, M1, M3, M2, M5), and the values of each
instance belong to ∈ Zixi

q and χβ . Hence,

adva = | Pr (Succ2) − Pr (Succ3) | ≤ (
qe + qs

)
advRE

a

GAME4. In this game, the A used a Test query in order to get the secret values. Thus, we obtain

adva = | Pr (Succ3) − Pr (Succ4) | ≤ d2
h

2

Therefore, the A cannot construct the session key SK.

|Pr (Succ4)| = 1
2

Hence, our proposed scheme is secure under the assumption of lattice-based Ring learning with
errors method.

4.3 Informal Security Analysis

The proposed scheme is based on Lattice-based cryptography, where the users and public cloud
servers register themselves using a secure channel. However, if the A by any chance captures transmit-
ted messages in the login & authentication phase, it still cannot extract secret values. Furthermore, our
scheme resists all known attacks, and more details are given below.

1. Provide anonymity. Our scheme provides anonymity to users and public cloud servers. The
user’s identity is secured using a one-way hash function and public cloud server secret key. The
messages that include identity are M6 = h (IDU|| PWU) ⊕ S2, and M11 = h (IDU|| M6||
M10|| M|| M8|| M9|| M1|| M3|| M2/|| M5). Therefore, it is challenging for a to break or guess
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the secret key and random numbers of a public cloud server. Hence, our proposed scheme
provides anonymity.

2. Secure against replay attack. If A tries to impersonate any communicating peers and try to
send a previous session key SK capture message. However, in our scheme, random numbers
are generated randomly and fresh for each session. Therefore, the a cannot launch a replay
attack on our scheme. Hence, the proposed scheme is secure against replay attacks.

3. Provide mutual authentication. In our proposed scheme, the communicating parties mutually
authenticate each other using S3∗? = S3, M5/? = M5, and M11/? = M11. If these values are
tempered or modified, the connection gets terminated. Thus, our scheme provides mutual
authentication.

4. Provide session key. The user and public cloud server calculate the session key SKU = SKS.
The connection will be terminated if any value is tempered or modified in the session key
contraction phase. Therefore, our scheme provides a session key for secure communications.

5. Provide message integrity. The user and public cloud server check the message integrity in the
login and authentication phase. The user side checks the messages S3∗? = S3, M2/ = (rU ||PKS),
M4/ = (M2/|| M3), M5/? = h (M|| M1|| M3|| M4), and confirms whether these messages are
from a public cloud server, while the public cloud server also checks the messages received from
a user, such as M7/ = (M || rS1), M9/ = (M7/ || M8), M6/ = h(IDU||S), and M11/ = h(IDU||
M6/|| M10|| M|| M8|| M9/|| M1|| M3|| M2|| M5). The connection is terminated if any of these
messages are modified or tempered. Hence, our scheme provides message integrity.

6. Secure against impersonation attack. In our proposed scheme, the random numbers are
generated randomly, and the identity is secured using a one-way hash function and public
cloud secret key. Therefore, the A cannot get any information from the transmitted messages.
Hence, our proposed scheme is secure against impersonation attacks.

7. Secure against stolen verifier attack. In the registration phase, the public cloud server did not
store any values. Therefore, our scheme is secure against stolen verifier attacks.

8. Secure against offline password attack. Let’s suppose that A extracts all the secret values from
the stored data on the user side. However, A will need a user identity, a public cloud server
secret key, and a random number to get the password. Therefore, our scheme is secure against
offline password-guessing attacks.

9. Secure against modification attack. In our proposed scheme login and authentication phase,
the transmitted messages are verified by both communicating peers. For example, the user side
verifies S3∗? = S3, M5/? = h(M|| M1|| M3|| M4), while the public cloud server-side verifies
M11/? = M11. If any of these values are modified, the connection will be terminated. Hence,
our scheme is secure against modification attacks.

10. Secure against MITM attack. As we prove that our scheme is secure against impersonation and
provide message integrity. Hence, our scheme is secure against a man-in-the-middle attack.

5 Performance Analysis

In this part of our research article, we have calculated our protocol’s computation and commu-
nication costs. After calculating the communication and computation costs, we compare our scheme
with the existing protocols.

5.1 Computation Cost

We have considered the work done in [29]. The TSM represents the time taken for multiplication
with the scalar operation, and TGD means the time taken for Gaussian distribution samples. In
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contrast, TM represents the time consumed during multiplication, and TMA is the time taken during
multiplication with addition, while T∂ the time taken during characteristic function and the execution
time taken by different operations are listed in Table 3. Considering the execution times shown in
Table 3, our proposed scheme’s total computation cost is ∼=0.003888463 ms. We further calculated the
user-side and server-side costs separately in Table 3 and combined them at the end. Fig. 3 shows the
comparison of our proposed scheme with the recent existing scheme in terms of computation cost.
The results show that our scheme computation cost is lower than the existing schemes.

Table 3: Computation cost of our scheme

User side costs Server-side costs

4TSM + TGD + TMA + TM + T∂ + 6Th 6TSM + 3TGD + TMA + TM + T∂ + 5Th

4(6.655e − 6) + 1(0.000615483) + 1(2.9505e −
5) + 1.3052e − 5 + 3.5515e – 5 + 6
(0.000180964) = 0.001805959

6(0.000298) + 3(7.3503e − 5) + 2.549e −
6 + 3.07e−7 + 6.89e − 7 + 5(1.409e − 5) =
0.002082504

Total cost = 0.003888463

Figure 3: Computation cost

5.2 Communication Cost

We have computed the communication cost in this part of our lattice-based authentication
protocol. We have considered the work [29] and calculated our communication cost. In our proposed
scheme, the user and public cloud server exchange messages in the login and authentication phase.
From these transmitted messages, we calculate our total communications cost. The one-way hash
function fixed output is 512 bits, the identity is 32 bits, the timestamp is 64 bits, the random number
is 256 bits, and the secret value is 256 bits. Therefore, the user-side transmitted messages are [{M} +
{M10, M8, M11}] and the user-side communication cost equals to {1024} + {544} + {1536} ∼= 3104 bits.
Whereas the public cloud server-side transmitted messages are [{M1, M3, M4}] and the communication
cost is equal to [{1024} + {1536} + {3072} ∼= 5632] bits. Hence, the total communication cost is equal
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to 8736 bits. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of our proposed scheme with other existing schemes. The
results in Fig. 4 show that our scheme is much more lightweight than the existing protocols.

Figure 4: Communication cost

5.3 Security Comparison Analysis

Here, we have examined some contemporary and established authentication systems, both lattice-
based and more conventional, and compared them with our approach. Existing lattice-based tech-
niques offer the same level of security as our proposed scheme, but at substantially higher costs in terms
of computation and communication. Furthermore, quantum attacks can compromise conventional
authentication methods. Table 4 displays the comparative analysis in terms of the security of our
system with existing schemes.

Table 4: Security comparison analysis

Features Schemes

[29] [31] [32] [1] [15] [35] [36] [37] Our

Resist quantum attacks � � � x x x � x �
Provide anonymity � � � � � � � x �
Provide mutual authentication � � � � � � x � �
Resist insider attacks � � � � � � x � �
Resist offline password-guessing attacks � � � � � � � � �
Resist replay attacks � � � � � � � � �
Resist impersonation attacks � � � � � x x x �
Resist DoS attacks � � � � � � x � �
Provide untraceability � � � � x � x x �
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6 Conclusion

The traditional cryptographic algorithms work great with classical computers. However, things
will change once quantum computers come to reality. Shor’s technique can easily break traditional
cryptographic techniques using quantum computing. Keeping this in mind, we have proposed a lattice-
based cryptography technique to authenticate peers in public cloud computing. The security of the
proposed scenario has been conducted using the ROR model, while the performance analysis section
considers two aspects, communication and computation costs. Both analysis showed that the proposed
mechanism is robust, lightweight, efficient, and can easily be implemented for practical use.

In future work, we intend to modify and reduce the proposed scheme’s computation and
communication costs. Furthermore, we will also try to use the proposed scheme for IoT-enabled
devices in a public cloud environment.
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